
YEAR 7 Visual Arts

Self-Portraiture

Due Date:  9am  Wednesday 28th March Week 10 2022 Assessment Name: Self portrait project
GRADE: Weighting: 40%

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED:
4.2 explores the function of and relationships between artist – artwork – world – audience
4.5 investigates ways to develop meaning in their artworks
4.9 begins to acknowledge that art can be interpreted from different points of view
4.10 recognises that art criticism and art history construct meanings.

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:
Explores: to inquire into, to learn about something.
Investigates: to inquire into.
Acknowledge: recognise as good or important, generally accepted

TASK DESCRIPTION:
There are two parts to this assessment task: Part A is a series of drawing and printmaking activities. Part B is an
artist (Albert Tucker) case study. You are required to complete both sections of this task.
Part A: Drawing and printmaking activities;

- Submit a series of (teacher led) expressive self-portrait drawings using mirrors or photographs that explores
Self’ as subject matter. Use a variety of materials and techniques e.g. Pencil, charcoal, pen and ink, blind,
ontour or tonal drawings.

- Use a self-portrait drawing to create 2 - 3 sgraffito mono prints with black oil based printing ink.
- Expressively colour the dried mono prints using materials; watercolour, coloured pencils or acrylic paint to

ommunicate the personality of the artist. Investigating ways to develop meaning in your artworks.
ent preparatory work sketches, mind maps, research and written responses /process notes in their Visual Arts
Process Diary

Part B: Artist case study (Albert Tucker).
Submit the following activities on Albert Tucker that begin to acknowledge art can be interpreted from different
points of view.

- Teacher led activity: definition of the frames using Albert Tucker as a reference
- Albert Tucker ALARM Analysis
- Structural frame activity; use oil pastels to colour Albert Tucker ‘Self portrait 1945’

All work in this assessment task should be completed in class although you may take your Visual Arts Process
Diary (VAPD) home to complete activities presented in class. Your VAPD needs to be well organised and
maintained.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:
You will be assessed on your ability to:
Part A: Drawing and printmaking activities;

- Submit all teacher lead drawing exercises completed in class in your VAPD. Your diary needs to be well
organised and maintained. All exercises glued in and completed. Ensure any missed work is caught up and
presented in VAPD. (See teacher on return to complete set work)

- Submit 2 - 3 sgraffito mono prints with black oil based printing ink. At least one black and white print and at
least one hand coloured print using your selected material; watercolour, pencil or acrylic paint.

- Ensure all drawing/media exercises have detailed process notes to accompany each task.
1. Process: what were you asked to do? Detailed, step by step.
2. Materials: what materials did you use?
3. Aim/purpose: why did you do the activity?
4. Judgement: was the activity successful? Did you like the outcome/result?

Part B: Artist case study (Albert Tucker).
- Present frames definitions
- Answer Albert Tucker questions in full sentences
- Complete colour copy of Albert Tucker ‘Self Portrait” using oil pastel

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part A Drawing/Printmaking activities

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Drawing activities reflect a comprehensive exploration of material and techniques

based on the theme self -portraits. Students have completed at least 4, teacher lead
drawing activities with comprehensive process notes(teacher provides checklist). Use
of materials and techniques is comprehensively developed and becoming increasingly
sensitive and refined.

Outstanding
31-35

- Drawing activities reflect a highly developed exploration of materials and techniques
based on the theme self-portraits. Students have completed at least 3-teacher lead
drawing activities with thorough process notes (teacher provides checklist). Use of
materials is developed and becoming increasingly sensitive.

High
26-30

- Drawing activities reflect a sound exploration of materials and techniques based on
the theme self-portraits. Students have completed at least 2, teacher lead drawing
activities with sound process notes (teacher provides checklist.). Drawing activities are
technically proficient.

Sound
16-25

- Drawing activities reflect a basic exploration of materials and techniques based on
the theme self-portrait. Students have completed 1-2, teacher lead drawing activities
with basic process notes(teacher provides a checklist). Drawing activities display little
refinement and technical skill.

Basic
10- 15

- Drawing activities reflect a limited exploration of materials and techniques based on
the theme self-portraits. Students have completed 0-1, teacher lead drawing activities
with limited process notes (teacher provides checklist). Drawing activities display
neither technical accomplishment nor moderation or activities have not been
attempted.

Limited
0-9

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part B Monoprints & Process Notes

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Use of colour displays outstanding technical skill and sensitivity, outstanding

investigation of the various ways colour can be used to develop meaning in artworks.
Students have completed at least 1 outstanding coloured self- portrait, which reflects
their personality by demonstrating: chosen colour palette reflects personality, mood,
emotions and feelings. Technical skill is evident in the mixing and careful application of
colour using tone, layering and/or blending of colour.

Outstanding
31-35

- Use of colour displays a high level of technical skill and sensitivity; high investigation
of the ways colour can be used to develop meaning in their artworks.

Students have produced a strong coloured self-portrait, which reflects their personality by
demonstrating: chosen colour palette reflects personality and mood. Technical skill is
evident in the mixing and application of colour using layering and/or blending of
colour but is over worked in some areas.

High
25-30

- Use of colour displays a sound level of technical skill; sound investigation of ways
colour can be used to develop meaning in artworks.

Students have produced a sound coloured self-portrait, which reflects their personality by
demonstrating: chosen colour palette reflects personality. Technical skill is evident in
the mixing and application of colour using tone, some layering and/or blending of
colour but is over worked in some areas.

Sound
16-25

- Use of colour displays a basic level of technical skill, basic investigation of how colour
can be used to develop meaning in artworks.

Students have produced a basic coloured self-portrait. Technical skill is basic; colour mixing
and blending is minimal. Flat colour has been applied.

Basic
10-15

- Use of colour displays a limited level of skill, limited investigation of how colour can
be used to develop meaning in artworks.

Students have produced a printing self-portrait. Little to no colour has been applied.
Limited

0-9

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part B Artist case study (Albert Tucker)

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Comprehensive understanding of artist and artworks explored in the case study,

acknowledging that art can be interpreted from different points of view.
Considered, well written responses, completed using correct sentence structure,

acknowledging art is interpreted in different ways. Albert Tucker ‘Self-portrait’ is
completed using oil pastel. Use of oil pastel is sensitive and accurately reflects colour
and technique of the original.

Outstanding
26-30

- Strong understanding of artist and artworks explored in the case study,
acknowledging that art can be interpreted from different points of view.

Strong, well written responses are completed using correct sentence structure, acknowledging
art is interpreted in different ways. Albert Tucker ‘Self-portrait’ is completed using oil
pastel and accurately reflects colour and technique of the original.

High
21-25

- Sound understanding of artist and artworks explored in the case study,
acknowledging that art can be interpreted from different points of view.

Written responses are completed using correct sentence structure and begin to acknowledge
that art is interpreted in different ways. Albert Tucker ‘Self-portrait’ is completed using
oil pastel and reflects colour and some techniques of the original.

Sound
15-20

- Basic understanding of artist and artworks explored in the case study, some
acknowledgment that art can be interpreted from different points of view.

Written responses are attempted using simple sentence structure. Albert Tucker ‘Self-portrait
is attempted using oil pastel and reflect similar colours of the original.

Basic
10-14

- Limited understanding of artist and artworks explored in the case that reflect a
superficial understanding of artist and artworks, little to no acknowledgment that art
can be interpreted in different ways.

Written responses are not attempted or only consist of limited words. Albert Tucker ‘Self
Portrait’ is barely attempted, using oil pastel in a careless way.

Limited
0-9

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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